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For your information, not repeat not for re l e ase, is
text as transcribed from Engli sh tr anslation of
origi nal Russian of Foreign Mi ni s ter Gromyko's toast
I

I
I
I
I

delivered in response to Se cretary's remarks.

BEGIN TEXT:

Mr. Secretary of State, let me tha nk you on

I

I

II

my own behalf and on behalf of all your Sov i e t g ues ts for
your hospitality.

' When one is pre s ent e ither h ere or elsewhe re r e p resentati ves

I
I
I
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whether you think they will be completed Soon, and various
other questions.

It is true tt is not an easy task to
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reply to such questions. " It would be impossible to
give a quote yes unquote or guote

R~X

no unq uote to

questions such as that.

r

Negotiations are negotiations.

Negotiating is a

process.

Moreover, the question to which the Secretary of Sta te
referred, and which indeed is at the very center of our
present

~exiEex s deliberat~ ons,

strategic arms limitation .
t

is the quest ion of

The possibility of con-

cluding a new agreement is an extreme l y complex o ne.
It would of course RXR be a very good t h ing; the ide al
situation would be if one could very quickly b egin,
conduct and finalize t h e negoti ations .
is a very

K~ XMHgXMM~X

serious o ne .

But the problem

Both s ides are doing

the right thing when they devo te all ne cessary time and
effort to continue their di scussions i n order to
surmount whatever iss ues rema in o utstanding.

And it is these problems and questions tha t are now
being worked on during the negotiations .

I do not think it is at all necessary to mention the

~

specific ques tions that are the subject of discuss ion&l
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but, at the same time, i~ .wduld certainly be by no
means out of place to ' stress . once again that the
questions under discussion are most seri ous .

I
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And I

should also like to emphas ize that-we, t he S9viet
leaders and General Secretary Leonjd Brezhnev
personally, see our main task in

i~plementing

and

. ,

putting into effect the

understandi~g

re a ched at

Vladivostok between Gerteral Secretary BM Br e z ~nev and
President Ford.

We are firmly in favor of-that und e r standing being
fully implemented, and we want that und ers tandi ng
to be given the finalized form of an agreement.

And

s peaking for the Soviet side, I c a n say that we are
doing all we can to act in that direction, and we
will continue to act in the same way.

We know full well that almost the entire world
welcomed and took a favorable atti tude to t he
Vladivostok unde r stan din g, a n d we therefore be lieve
that the task now facing both sides, t he task of
preparing and then signing a new agreement meet s
the interests not only of the peoples of our two
countries but those of the world at large.

L

And

therefore it is certainly T,vorth the effort and
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I~ime we spend on that noble and ~~ lofty aim.

Of

course, all else equal, the sooner we reach agreement
the better it will be.

I

should like to believe that the two sides will

fulfill the very important task at
new agreement will be signed.
certainly like to

bel~eve

ha~d,

and that a

wish'to repeat I would

I

,that.

Of course, apart from this important problem other
important questions were also touched upon during
,

the talks.

These are problems,

questions ~ bearing

on SMH!KXSMKXMXH* Soviet-American relations, but they
are also of interest and importance for other countries,
and I could say of interest to all the peoples of the
world.

Here, too, I do not think it is at all necessary to
name these questions.

Some relate to SM different

parts of the world, and some cannot be relegated to
any geographic area, for instance the question of
disarmament or the question of lessening tension -
these are truly worldwide issues.

~nd

I

should X!KXM like here to mention and to repeat
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what Leonid Brezhnev said yesterday for the Secretary
of State to convey to President Ford.

I

That is that the

Soviet Union will remain dedicated to the line of
struggling for peace, for a lessening of international
tensions, and for a removal of the threat of a
nuclear war.

In this way we have acted in the past,

in this way we are

actin~

today, and we intend to go on

acting this way in the future as well.

There are certain forces, certain people in the world
who do not like that kind of a policy and they are up
in arms notably against the line of relaxation of
,

terisions and are not averse to lecturing others on
this score.

But I can confidently say on behalf of the

Soviet leadership that the Soviet Union will not be
influenced by any such statements or utterances leveled
against the line of relaxing international tension and
deepening detente.

I should like to believe that-the U.S. too, will
follow the path in

implementi~g

the various undertakings

assumed under the appropriate Soviet-American
agreements.

R~XRRmKH

And what the Secr~tary of State said in

the discussions on the question of a policy aimed at

L
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r-deepening detente is Mn~M~M~ - encouraging as regards ~
the future of U.S. policies.

And what of those who are opposed to detente?

What can

those shouters suggest as a reasonaqle alternative?
They have nothing, they have

~MK~XK~ ~ M

nothing which would be in line or
with the interests of the people.
reasonable up their

co~ld

absolutely
be in line

They have nothing

sleev~s.

And so with the hope for th~ Soviet Union and the
united States to continue to cooperate in matters of
international politics; to follow the path that has
taken definite shape in recent years and has been
reflected in the relative Soviet-American agreements
firmly adhering to that line; for letting nothing stand
in the way of the further implementation of that line;
for complete cooperation in the lessening of tension;
for new successes in the solution of

~~~XM

important

international problems; and for the health of the
Secretary of State, I would like to ask you all to
raise your glasses.
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For your information, not rep'e at not f or rel ease , is
XKaNSH~

transcribed text 0xSa of Secretary's toa st

deliver ed at luncheon in his ho nor hos ted by Ambassador
January 22.

BEGI~

TEXT:

Mr. Foreign Minister, it is a great

pleasure to welcome you here cgain in our Embas sy at one
of our fr e q uent. meetings.

The regular meeting s at high

levels bebleen the U. S. and the Sov i et Union have be come
so frequent that we take them for gr a nted.

But it is

important to remind o urs elves what it was like during
periods of tension when each country sought its maxim1.'Jtl
advantage, and when our relations were characterized by
very fr e qu ent confrontatio ns .
- - - - - - --.-- - - . - - - - - 
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Sovlet Union must never forget that, possessing vast

~

nuclear arsenals as they now do, the traditional foreign
policy of the period prior to the Second World War is
too dangerous for their peoples and a potential
catastrophe for mankind.
obligation.

And

th~y

It has never before

~KKKg XX~MH

have a very particular

happ~ned

in histoty that

additional increme nts of ,military power were not politcally
useful.

.

However, we are now reaching a point where the

increments of power cannot be ; used politically or
militarily, but where, if the race continues , the
resulting temptations and instabilities can p r e sent a
very great threat to all mankind.

So our 'two countries

have a very grave responsibility to bring the nucl ea r
arms race under control.

First to put a ceiling on it,

and then to reduce the levels of nuclear arsenals
so that we may a v oid the kind of catastrophe t ha t could
befall mankind if we are not equal to our obliga t ions.

I believe that both delega ti on s in the la st two d a ys
have worked seriously to find a new basis for agre ement.
I believe that progress has been made.

But p rogre ss

remains to be made, and we cannot give up on this effo rt.
We will continue our discussions, a n d if we continue
in the spirit of our previous deliberations, I am

L
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optimistic that
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progress can be made.
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As thi--:-J

period of discussion between.our two c ountries continues
there exist many t emptations with in-both our cou n tr ies.
There exists the t emp tation of taking t he c ur rent
r

condition for granted and at

th~

same time att empting to

exploit it for this or that purpose in our public" debate.
Our Administration is" dedicated to the proposi tion that
the peace of the world depends on the rel a tions between
our two countries, and we will persevere in these efforts
until a more stab le condition is achieved .

At the same time, in stabilities in

othe~

parts of the

world can create temp tations for th e g a ini ng of
unilateral advanta ge s.

That, too, is a danger to

world peace and that, too, will lead to furt her
instabiliti es .

And just as we will r es ist thos e

within our own country who want to s acri f ice the
X ~MN

gains that have b e en ma de in our r e l at ions , so

will we resist efforts abroad to achieve unil ateral
gains, fr o m whatever qua rter .

This spirit of mutual restraint between our two
countries on the international scene, and the spirit
of a special responsibility we have not only to the
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present but to the future, must rest on the awarenesS]
that our two countries have the capability of leading
mankind to disaster or leading mankind to a better
future.
here.

In this spirit we conduct our discussions
We are grateful for the hospitality that

has been shown to us.

We respect your concerns.

And we hope that we can look back on this visit, as
on many previous visits, - as one further step t owa rds
a better world, and

HX~M

a si g n if icant step t oward

improving control of nucle ar arms.

I would like to propo se a toast t o the

~oreign

Minister, to his colleagues , and to f r iendship
between the Soviet and Ame rican

~~M
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Andrei A. Gromyko, Member of the Politburo
of the Central Committee of the CPSU;
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the USSR
Georgiy M. Korniyenko, Deputy Minister of
Foreign Affairs
Anatoliy F. Dobrynin, Ambassador to the U. S.
Andrei M. A1eksandrov-Agentov, Assistant to
the General Secretary
Vasiliy G. Makarov, Chef de Cabinet to the
Foreign Minister
V.G. Komp1ektov, Acting Chief of USA Dept, MFA
Viktor M. Sukhodrev, Counselor, Second European
Department, MFA (interpreter)
l\1aj. GEn;. Mlmi1. I<bzlov, Deputy Chief 0'· General Staff
Nikolai N. Detinov, CPSU Secretariat

U. S.

Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State
Amb. Walter J. Stoessel, Jr., Ambassador to
the USSR
Helmut Sonnenfe1dt, Counselor of the Department
Winston Lord, Director, Policy Planning Staff
William G. Hyland, Deputy Assistant to the
President for National Security ~ffairs
Arthur N. Hartman, Assistant Secretary for
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James P. Wade, Deputy Assistant Secretary of
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Brezhnev: I don't think we need to ask each other questions.
enough to think about.

There is

Did you convey my greetings to President Ford?
Kissinger: I did last night. I also told him. we had a very serious m.eeting.
And he asked m.e to convey his greetings to you.
Brezhnev:

Thank you.

Maybe we could proceed a little faster today.
Kissinger:

All right.

Brezhnev: Here is a m.atch. [He lights a m.atch and m.ake s a m.otion to
ignite all his talking papers. ]
Kissinger:

I thought you were going to bring out your cannon.

Brezhnev:

There is a cannon in m.y office?

Kissinger:

You threatened m.e with it last tim.e.

Brezhnev: As long as Am.erica threatens us, we have to threaten America.
We now have MIRVed warheads on that cannon. And one is aim.ed at your
house.
Kissinger:

I'd better get m.y dog out of there.

[Laughter]

Brezhnev: [Looks through his papers]
You have an enorm.ous nurn.ber
of force s.
Horrors! I can't im.agine where you get them. all. And so
m.any in Europe.
~~:.~~-::--,,~
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Kissinger: If your generals count like our generals count, Mr. General
Secretary, there will be an amazing computation.
Brezhnev: Apart from his greetings, did the President convey anything
interesting? I think I know what he said.
He said, "Dr. Kissinger, go
ahead and decide all questions yourself. II
Kissinger:

[Laughs]

I fear not!

Brezhnev:

The President has changed!

We discussed quite a few issues yesterday but did not discuss all
of them. Perhaps we should go through some of the other matters we
didnlt discuss, and later get to the decisive ones. But considering your
own desires, maybe we could go through them.
Earlier Dr. Kissinger said he was afraid of me. I want to say
Pm afraid of him. So I guess I'd better give him more of these cookies,
to make him kinder.
[He passes over a plate of snacks.] And there is
one other request: Could we have Sonnenfeldt seated further in the back?
[Laughter]
Kissinger:

Under the table!

Brezhnev:

That would be too polite.

Kissinger:

lIve been trying to do that for seven years.

Held be at the same level.

Brezhnev: During the war, soldiers had the habit of taking out their wrist
watches and holding them out and saying: "Let l s trade without looking. II
Kissinger:

Do you want to trade Korniyenko for So nne nfeldt ?

Brezhnev:

No, it would be unfair to Korniyenko.

Sonnenfeldt: I went to one of your dentists this morning.
your chance.

You missed

Kissinger: They put a transmitter in. If you had to listen to everything
Sonnenfeldt had to say, yould need a whole staff.
Brezhnev:

A whole Pentagon!

.ilCRE'f' /NODIS /XGDS

Why did they call it that?
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Kissinger:

It has five sides, the building.

Brezhnev:

Could I see your watch?

[Secretary Kissinger gives it to him..]
Grom.yko:
Stoessel:

Very cheap, very cheap.
Mine is a Soviet one.

Kissinger: When we m.ade the ceasefire in the Middle East [in October
1973], you gave m.e a Soviet watch.
Brezhnev:

I've had this electronic watch several m.onths now.

Kissinger:

A Soviet one?

Brezhnev:

Soviet m.ade.

Kissinger:

Very nice.

[He hands it to the Secretary.]
[He hands it back.]

Strategic Arm.s Lim.itation
Brezhnev: Mr. Kissinger, let m.e say again: Although we did have very
thorough discussions yesterday, we were not able to touch on som.e m.atters
relating to strategic arm.s lim.itation. Therefore, if you agree, I'd like
to dwe 11 on som.e of them..
Kissinger:

Please.

Brezhnev: First, there is the question of the definition of a heavy ICBM
and the que stion of the lim.its of increase in the dim.ensions of silos for
ICBM launching. We, as hitherto, proceed from. the assurn.ption that
what is considered to be a heavy ICBM would be any ICBM with a launching
weight in exce s s of the bigge st of the light IC BMs deployed by eithe r side
as of the date of the signing. Launching weight is a criterion which allows
of quite definitely distinguishing between light and heavy m.issiles. The
delim.itation of m.issiles according to both launching weight and throw
weight, as suggested by the Arn.erican side, in our view excessively

-sE€-aE"I' /NODIS /XGDS
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complicates the question due to the need to count the additional number
of parameters and number of factors affecting throw weight beyond
launching weight.
We also wish to confirm our readiness to specify the agreement
that was achieved in connection with the Interim Agreement on the increase
in dimensions of ICBM launching silos in the process of their moderni
zation by not more than 10 to 15 percent in such a way that initial volume
should not increase by over 32 percent. Within the limits of that volume,
the dimensions of a silo could increase in diameter, in depth, or in both
directions, at the discretion of each side.
You see, Dr. Kissinger, we're giving you complete freedom again.
Kissinger: The only reason we don't agree earlier is we enjoy each other's
company so much we don't want to leave earlier.
Brezhnev: Which is true. But on the one condition, Dr. Kissinger, that
you accept what I say.
[Laughte r]
Kissinger:

Yes.

\

\.";,,.,.....-

Brezhnev: I will say more, Dr. Kissinger, with a view to achieving a
mutually acceptable unde rstanding simultaneously on two que stions - - that
is, on the dimensions of ICBM launching silos and on the definition of a
heavy ICBM. We would be prepared to agree that light and heavy ICBMs
be distinguished both by launching weight and throw weight, having in view
that the AInerican side would agree to our proposed formula specifying
the understanding under the Interim Agreement concerning an increase
in the dimensions of ICBM launching silos in the process of their modernization
by no more than 10 to 15 percent.
Kissinger: As I understand your silo proposal, it is that the dimensions
of the silo can be increased by 10 to 15 percent in any direction, as long
as the increase in volume is not greater than 32 percent. In other words,
if you go down 15 pe rce nt
Brezhnev: I will repeat. On silo dimensions we also confirm our
readiness to specify the understanding achieved in connection with the
Inte rim Agreement on the increase in dimension of IC BM launching silos
by no more than 10 to 15 percent, in such a way that the initial volume of

SE61tE'I' /NODIS /XGDS
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ICBM launching silos should not be increased by more than 32 percent.
Within the limits of that volume, the dimensions of a silo could be
increased in diameter, in depth, or in both directions, at the discretion of
both sides.
Kissinger:
Gromyko:

But not 10 to 15 percent.
The initial calculation starts out wi th 10 to 15 percent.

Kissinger: I think we can settle it. The Foreign Minister wants to dig
towards China. This is where we have our disagreement.
Gromyko:
Kissinger:

How did you read my thoughts?
I know you.

If you increase the diameter by 15 percent, that's 32 percent in
volume. That's no problem. On the other hand, if you dig down, then
you could dig down 32 percent under this.
Gromyko:

No.

Kissinger: You can only go down 15 percent?
then you can go out 5 to 7 percent.

If you go down 15 percent,

Gromyko: You can dig down so far as you have to to get your 32 percent
increase in volume, which is more than 10 to 15 percent.
Kissinger:
Gromyko:

That's what I want to understand.
This is strict mathematics.

Kissinger: If we have limits of 10 to 15 percent, you can say the following.
If you have a diameter of 15 percent, that's 32 percent. If you go down
15 percent, you can also go in diameter another 5 to 7 percent.
Gromyko: You can, HB. t is right, to make up a totality of 32 percent.
But you can make up that totality by digging down 32 percent without
changing the diameter at all.
Kissinger:

Have you consulted the Chinese?

-5E€ R ET /NODIS /XGDS
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It's a little hard for us to do that.

Your relations are better!

Kissinger: Let me understand your total proposal. You want to increase
the volUIrle by a total of 32 percent, however you do it. This is not the
Interim Agreement; this is a new agreement.
Gromyko: The starting point is the Interim Agreement.
makes an increase in volUIrle.
Kis singe r:

Because 32 percent

Let me get your proposal.

[Both sides confer.]
Then if we agree to your definition of volUIrle, you agree that both
starting weight and throw weight would be frozen.
Gromyko: Exactly right. The only difference being we turn it around.
We agree to defining it by both throw weight and launching weight.
Kissinger:

The division would be between starting weight and throw weight.

Let me make clear: These changes in silos can be made only once.
Once and not again.
Dobrynin:

"Of the original."

Kis singe r:

All right.

Sukhodrev:

" • • • in such a way that initial increase in volUIrle ••

Kissinger:

All right.

Brezhnev:

Good.

Kissinger:

Yes.

Sukhodrev:

On the whole

"

Then we accept this.

It's agreed?

• ?

Kissinger: On the package. You'll give me a translation. But to SUIrl it
up, the volUIrle of original silos can be increased by 32 percent.
[Both side s confer. ]

~&l!iGRM'
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All right. So we understand each other.
work out precise language in Geneva.
Gromyko:

8

I mean, they'll have to

Textually it should be worked out in Geneva.

Kissinger: I think we understand what we mean. You accept both throw
weight and launching weight; and you get 32 percent in volume. What do
you get whe n you strike oil down the re ?
[Both sides confer.]
Brezhnev: Yesterday, Dr. Kissinger listed the questions on which the
positions of the two side s coincide. Let me just name them again:
_ _ First, permission to deploy cruise missile s with a range of ove r
600 kilometers only on heavy bombers, that is, only on those that will be
included in the total number of 2400 vehicles. Agreed?
Kissinger:

.'-..-.

Yes.

Brezhnev: And second, prohibition of all air-to-ground cruise missiles
with a range of over 2500 kilometers. Also agreed?
Kissinger:

Agreed.

Brezhnev: Third, the banning of deployment of cruise missiles with a
range of over 600 kilometers on submarines.
Kissinger:

Right.

Brezhnev: We want once again to confirm that we, for our part, regard
the se que stions as being settled.
Kissinger:

Right.

Brezhnev:

Voroshilov would have said, "Good [in English]. II

Let me now turn to the questions in which Dr. Kissinger yesterday
set out new proposals. We have had to give them very intensive study
and great attention. We have thoroughly weighed those proposals and to
frankly and directly set out our attitude to them.
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Dr. Kissinge r sugge sted that each B-1 aircraft with cruise
missiles be considered equal not to three MIRVed missiles as the Soviet
side suggested, but to only one missile, coupled with the obligation of
the Atnerican side not to deploy on the B-1 more than it would deploy
on the B-52.
Kis singer:

Correct.

"Good.

I'

[Laughter]

Brezhnev: I must say it is hard for us to regard that proposal as accept
able. I have to say why. Left completely unclear is so important a factor
as the number of missiles aboard each bomber. And surely a great deal
depends on that. And furthermore, quite undoubtedly there is a vast
difference in technical characteristics and combat capabilities of the old
B-52 aircraft and the new B-1 aircraft.
I have given deep thought to this proposal of ours regarding the
equalization of one B-1 carrying cruise missiles to three MIRVed missiles.
We maintain that proposal. And if that approach is taken, we believe,
of course, that the undertaking of the Americans not to deploy mar e
missiles on a B-1 than on a B-52 should likewise be maintained.
Kissinger:

He maintains the 3:1?

Sukhodrev:

Yes.

Kissinger:

And on top of that we have to limit deploytnent?

Brezhnev:

Yes.

Kissinger: That's impossible. How they get to the launch point is
irrelevant. We will agree not to deploy no more on the B-1 than on the
B-52. Frankly, we haven't decided to deploy any on the B-1.
Gromyko:

Well, if you haven't decided on that, it's easier to settle.

Kissinger: From the point of view of the problem you face, whether a
cruise missile is dropped from a B-1 or a B-52 make s no difference at
all. Because what will determine your strategic problem is the number
of cruise missile s, not how they're brought to the launch point.
And therefore, we agree that no plane should have more cruise
missiles than the B-52. That we agree to.
/~~
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Brezhnev:

But, Dr. Kissinger, you're ignoring one important element.

Kissinger:

Which is what?

Brezhnev:

Speed.

Kissinger: First, supersonic airplanes fly at supersonic speed for only
very short distances. And like your supersonic planes, our supersonic
plane s would fly at subsonic speeds most of the time. But even if it's
one hour faster to the launch point than the B-52, or two hours, what
difference does it make? The cruise missile itself flies at subsonic
speed. It will take longer to get to the release point than it will take
your missiles to reach the United States.
Gromyko: But what you say applie s to the speed of cruise missiles, and
that is right -- whether they are launched from a B-1 or a B-52. But take
the difference in time it takes to get to the launch point. That is important.
Even 15 minute smatter.
Kissinger: Why? If it takes four hours then to reach the destination,
what difference do 15 minutes make?
"----

Gromyko: That's true. Once launched, it will take equal time, but the
time from delivery to the launch point is different.
Kissinger:
Gromyko:

Maybe an hour.
It relates to Iluclear collision.

Kissinger: Mr. General Secretary, Mr. Foreign Minister, but neither
bombers nor cruise missiles can be used for a surprise attack.
Gromyko: If not for a suprise attack, then simply attack -- even if they're
used in the proce ss of tragic events unfolding.
Kissinger:

Then 15 minutes make no difference.

Gromyko: No military man would agree with that.
a nuclear war, even minutes count.

I would think that in

Kissingep: We're not counting the SS-19 for more than the SS-18. We
can't make a distinction between the B-1 and the B-52 and count the B-1
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for three MIRV s. But we can agree not to deploy on the B-1 more
cruise missiles than on the B-52.
Brezhnev:

Mr. Kissinger, let ' s leave you to think that over officially.

Kissinger:

Okay.

Brezhnev: Let me return to the question of the Backfire bomber.
Dr. Kissinger yesterday proposed, apart from the agreement on limitation
of strategic arms on which we have long since been working, to conclude
an additional so-called inte rim agreement. In that inte rim agreement,
he would like to limit the number of our medium-range Backfire bombers
and give the United States the right to equip 25 surface ships with cruise
missiles with a range of up to 2500 kilometers.
Kissinger:

Correct.

Brezhnev: I must say outright that that proposal is absolutely unacceptable.
It would limit a type of our armament which can in no way relate to
strategic arms, and at the same time it would open up for the United State s
the opportunity to create a new type of weapon which in substance would
be nothing short of strategic.
Kissinger: You should hear our generals, Mr. General Secretary.
Brezhnev: Oh, they say lots of things. Our viewpoint is that all
cruise missiles with a range of over 600 kilometers on surface ships
should be banned.
Dr. Kissinger, I have given this some thought for a long time.
We understand that having artifically created the so-called question of the
Soviet Backfire, which bear s no relation whatsoeve r to the que stion of
strategic arms, and having allowed a propaganda storm to arise over
this, the American administration finds it difficult to extricate itself.
To enable you to do so and to create a more favorable atmosphere for
reaching rapid agreement, we are prepared to do the following. We could
reflect in the mate rials of the negotiations an unde rstanding that the
Backfire aircraft would not be given a capability to operate at inter
continental ranges.
Aleksandrov:

In addition to what was said on that score yesterday.
~
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Brezhnev: It goes without saying that such assurances could not be
given without the understanding that the total question of the Backfire
would be finally removed from the negotiation.
Now, on land-based cruise missiles. Here I 'WOuld like to confirm
the position we set out yesterday in our first day of discussion, that is,
in addition to the already-achieved banning of land- based cruise missile s
of intercontinental range, all land-based cruise missiles with a range of
over 600 khlometers should likewise be banned.
Furthermore, yesterday, Dr. Kissinger, you proposed we reach
agreement to the effect that the total number of strategic arms vehicles
as agreed at Vladivostok, that is, 2400, be reduced by 100 vehicles, that
is, reduced to 2300 for each side.
Kissinger:

"-

By 1980.

But I don't insist.

Go ahead.

Brezhnev: Now, we have given some thought to this too, and we believe
that to speak about reducing the number by 100 in conditions where the
right would be preserved to build thousands upon thousands of new strategic
missiles, that is, cruise missiles, would simply be a self-delusion, and
a delusion of public opinion.
This is how we would think it possible to go about this. We would
agree to discuss the question of reducing the total number of vehicles on
the scale that Dr. Kissinger has suggested, or -- and I emphasize this -
even on a large r scale, if the United State s accepts our proposal to ban
land-based and surface - ship-based cruise missile s with the range of over
600 kilometers. As to the question of how an agreement on reduction of
the number of strategic arms vehicles, given this stipulated condition, would
be formalized, this is something I am sure we could agree upon ourselves
without difficulty. Either a separate agreement, or a side letter, or a
letter exchanged afterwards, or some kind of appendage to the operative
agreement. That is, we would imm.ediately initiate a discussion of this
matter. An exchange of letters in which the sides express their intent is
a normal matter. We have done it before.
Kissinger:

Why not do it in the agreement?

I want to understand.

Brezhnev: Dr. Kissinger, I would right now believe that could be done
ente r it into the agreement - - if you accept our proposal.
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Kissinger:

Of course.

I m.ean, I understand.

Brezhnev: That, Dr. Kissinger, is in surn.m.ary what I wanted to tell you.
And I feel if we take into account yesterday's discussion and today's,
we have room. for agreem.ent. So it's not been just a routine visit.
Kissinger: I think, Mr. General Secretary, given the com.plexity of the
subject, you have m.ade som.e very m.ajor proposals. I agree with you that
we are m.oving towards each other on m.any issues.
Could I ask for a few m.inutes interval?
Brezhnev: Certainly. And I trust that all these Com.rades here are writing
this very faithfully to convey it to President Ford.
Kissinger:

The question is to whom. else they're conveying it.

[Laughter]

Brezhnev: So Senator Jackson doesn't get any food for his thing.
give s up one I s conscience altogethe r, one can agree to anything.

-

\

If one

I read som.e of the reports that TASS gave m.e about the coverage
of the question and answer session we had with the correspondents yesterday.
I think it's quite good.
Kissinger: We have told our press that the Soviet Union has m.ade a very
serious effort.
Brezhnev: I think that's right. We do keep beating at this com.m.on goal,
and the general direction of our effort is toward achievem.ent.
[There was a break from. 7:34 to 7:46 p.m.. and the m.eeting resurn.ed.]
Brezhnev: Let's com.pare watches.
[He gets up and shows his again.
He and Sonnenfeldt com.pare. Kissinger takes Dobrynin aside. Brezhnev
goes over and shows Dr. Kissinger his watch.]
It's still early.
Grom.yko:

Do you want 10 m.inutes m.ore?

Let's have a little interm.ission after the interm.ission.

[They all get up.
the room..]

',,---- .
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Angola
Brezhnev: Dr. Kissinger, you know what's here?
A map of our attack
on the United States.
[He shows the map on the wall behind the curtain.]
Kissinger:

Of course.

From Angola!

[Laughter]

Brezhnev: Don't mention that word to me. We have nothing to do with
that country.
I cannot talk about that country.
[Brezhnev then moved away and Gromyko and Amb. Stoessel came
up to talk with the Secretary.]
Kissinger: The Cubans were in Angola before the South Africans entered.
We asked you a que stion: if the South Africans withdrew, would the Cubans
withdraw?
Gromyko: We have nothing to do with that. We have given some equipment
to the legitimate gove rnment - - that's all.
Kissinger: You transport the Cubans in your planes.
Soviet plane s.
Gromyko: What plane s are you talking about?
equipment? We have sent no troops.
Amb. Stoe ssel:
Angola.

Gromyko:

The one s which transported

No, the Soviet plane s used to transport Cuban troops to

Gromyko [avoiding a direct answer]:
They make no move to leave.
Kissinger:

They are chartered

The South Africans are still there.

The South Africans are in the process of withdrawing.
If this is announced, we will react to it.

Kissinger: I wish to tell you in all seriousness that we can never accept
8,000 Cuban troops in Angola.

,,\
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Why don't you come to Brussels with me tomorrow and brief
NATO?
Gromyko:

But you refuse to let us join NATO 1

Kissinger: But we'd begin by having the General Secretary come with
me tomorrow, as a surprise.
Brezhnev: On another matter, I'm sorry to hear your wife is in the
hospital today. I will send something appropriate to Dobrynin. But give
her my best wishes. Tell her that story from Zoshchenko about giving
up smoking.
Kissinger:

She'll be out for the weekend, but they'll have to operate.

Brezhnev: lIve had three operations.
for curiosity's sake.

I had one under a local anesthetic,

During the war when I was on the front line I had a car to drive me
around. I also had horses. I don't mean when attacking. But when there
was free time, I liked to saddle up and ride around. A relative of
Troyanovsky -- our Ambassador to-Japan -- who was a newsreel cameraman
was with me. On our holiday on November 7, I said to him, "I want to
take a ride."
And I had a very beautiful horse. And I was riding full tilt,
and suddenly there was a trench, and the horse's legs fell into the trench.
I fell, and the saddle got me. Two weeks later I was all right. You know,
25 or 30 years passed, and I felt nothing. Then the doctor was looking me
over on a different matter and said I needed an operation. And when they
were cutting me open, they found some clotted blood that had turned to
stone. It was quite unexpected.
Strategic Arms Limitation

How many time s have you been here?
Kis singer:

This is the seventh or eighth time.

Brezhnev:

But this time you go back with the biggest package ever.

[They were all seated again at 8:05.]
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Brezhnev: Dr. Kissinger, you would, I suppose, like to say a couple
of words on Vienna.
Kis singe r:

Right.

First, on the question of throw weight and volume, we need to
say no more.
Now let me sum up your proposal. On the discussions we had
yesterday, the General Secretary confirmed the points I said we had agreed.
Of course we all understand that all the agreements are in the context of
a total agreement. That goes without saying.
Brezhnev:

Yes.

Kissinger:
• • • regarding air-to-surface missiles and regarding cruise
missiles on submarines.
Gromyko:
Kissinger:

And surface-ship missiles.
No.

This is what we agreed upon.

Then, as I understand the General Secretary, he was rejecting
the proposal I made ye sterday about a separate category with Backfire
aircraft and surface-ship cruise missiles.
Brezhnev: I developed that by saying we would undertake not to give the
Backfire in the future any strategic capability; that is, its range would
be limited to 2200.
Kissinger: I understand it. I'm coming back to that. And the General
Secretary said you would undertake not to give the Backfire intercontinental
range. About that I'd like to ask some questions at the end.
Brezhnev:

Of course.

Kis singe r: With re spect to sea-launched cruise missile sand land
launched cruise missiles, the General Secretary wanted them reduced to
600 kilometers -- banned above 600 kilometers. Surface-ship-launched and
land-based cruise missiles. And in return for this, the General Secretary
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indicated that the Soviet Union would be prepared to discuss a reduction
of the number from 2400 to 2300, or even below 2300.
Brezhnev:

Yes, on certain conditions.

Kissinger: On condition that we agree on the limit to 600 kilometers
for surface ships and land-based cruise missiles.
Gromyko: And there is also the time factor, that is, after the agreement
comes into force.
Kissinger:

Yes.

At a date to be agreed upon.

Brezhnev:

Otherwise no one would understand what we were trying to do.

Kissinger: May I ask the General Secretary what that lower number is
that he has in mind below 2300, or has he not thought about it?
Brezhnev: I haven1t given any thought to that yet. You named a figure of
2300 instead of 2400, and I just responded to that. Politically, that would
be a good thing for both the United State s and the Soviet Union because it
would mean we are both gradually reducing our forces.
We are discussing the whole thing in complex, and perhaps this
isn1t the appropriate time, but where would you discuss forward-based
systems? Because, for example, you said you1d be willing to withdraw
2000 warheads from Europe, leaving 7000 behind. You1d probably take
out your most obsolete.
Kis singer:
behind.

That 1s in a diffe rent negotiation.

Brezhnev:

5000.

[Kissinger laughs.]

No, we wouldn1t leave 7000

Is that a small numbe r ?

Kissinger: Can I ask the General Secretary? On ship-launched cruise
mis sile s, surface- ship-launched cruise missile s, we propose that ships
be counted as MIRVs, in our original proposal [if they carry cruise missiles],
of range between 600 and 2500 kilometers. We are prepared to include the
ships in the total. The que stion is what your reaction is to this particular
proposal.
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Negative.

Kissinger: That means in practice we have to dismantle other MIRVed
mis sile s to do it.
Gromyko:

Negative.

Kissinger: All right. I'm through asking these questions, because all
of these will have to be reviewed in Washington. Because the General
Secretary has introduced so many new elements that we couldnlt conclude
it here.
Dobrynin:

To clarify.

Kissinger: Now may I turn to Backfire. As I understand the General
Secretaryl s remarks, we will get a formal statement signed by the General
Secretary that its operational radius is 2200 kilometers maximum. Did
I understand this correctly? I'm really asking for my understanding and
for the understanding of my colleagues. Will that include a statement of
on what assumptions this statement is derived?
[Gromyko explains to Brezhnev. ]
Brezhnev:

I donlt know what else you want.

Kissinger:

Let me ask a few more questions.

Brezhnev: Pve given you the figures of its actual operational radius and
assured you we will not turn it into an inte rcontinental bombe r.
Kissinger: May I ask, with respect to the second [point], does that mean there
will be no changes in the airframe?
Stoessel:
Kissinge r:

Contours.
I think the General [Kozlov] knows what I mean.

Brezhnev: We will lengthen the fuselage so that it stretches from Archangel
to Washington! If we make a fuselage that long, weld probably be sunk.
It would take about 50 years to build one.
Dr. Kissinger, look, what I've said on this is
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Kissinger: I have two other questions, if the General Secretary's
patience holds out. One is easy, because he's already answe red. The
first is: The Backfire cannot have air-to-surface m.issiles of m.ore than
600 kilom.eters because it's not counted in the total. That's your own
definition.
[They confer.]
Doe s Grom.yko object to it?
Grom.yko: That question is com.pletely outside the discussion.
be give n any inte rcontine ntal range.

It will not

Kissinger: The General Secretary said that only heavy bom.bers included
in the total of 2400 can have them..
Grom.yko:
Kissinger:
Dobrynin:
Kissinger:

This is com.pletely irrelevant.
Is it yes or no?
He says it is irrelevant.
But "irrelevant" is not an answer.

Grom.yko: Why should that que stion arise?
bom.bers, yours or ours.
Kissinger:

All right.

That relate s to all heavy

Then the answer is ye s.

Sukhodrev [re-reads]: "Air to surface m.issiles can be placed only on
heavy bom.bers, that is, only on those included in the total of 2400."
Kissinger: I understand your proposal now, Mr. General Secretary.
We will study it. We will no doubt give you our considerations within
a few weeks. I believe we have m.ade significant progress on a nurn.ber
of im.portant issues.
Brezhnev: But one earnest request! Don't think up anym.ore problem.s.
Or else you leave and suddenly I get a telegram. from. Washington with som.e
entirely new problem.s invented. Let's be decent children of our epoch.
Kissinger: We will discuss it in the fram.ework of our discussions here.
We will review our position in light of your position.

iE~
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Brezhnev: Even if you look at those through a magnifying glass, you'll
see they are very good proposals. If you see it through Jackson's or
Reagan's magnifying glass, it will be a ve ry bad mirror.
Kissinger: Jackson and I meet very infrequently. I think Jackson will
make peace with you before he makes peace with me.
Brezhnev: He just keeps talking as much as he can. He raises all the
money he can so he speaks on radio and television. He's trying to fight
Ford and trying to fight you.
Kissinger: He was on television yesterday saying I made too many
concessions.
Brezhnev: We can't adapt ourselves to his views because we deal with
America and the American Government -- with those in whom the American
people invested their trust. We want to deal with the American people,
and devil take the rest. Tomorrow there will be another 10 fellows saying
things.

"---'

Kissinger: There are already 12 candidates. We count them in the 1320
total. And we promise you not to give them intercontinental characteristics.
Brezhnev:

I think some of them should be put into one of these missiles.

Kissinger: So I believe, as I have said, we have made some progress.
We will study it. We will look at our proposals in light of what you have
said. We will study it very seriously.
Brezhnev: I appreciate that and I know that, whatever the situation is, I
feel sure, and I know I'm right, the President does value your abilities in
the international field very highly and I'm sure he will be influenced by
what you are able to do. And you know, as many times as I've met you,
I've never allowed myself to interfere in American domestic matters.
Kissinger:

Except on our side.

Bre zhnev:

If I only could.

Kissinger: Mr. General Secretary, we've had many meetings and we've
settled many important questions between us.
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Brezhnev: I said at the outset, we have gone a long way. And whatever
ramifications there have been, it's to the credit of the leaders of both
countrie s that we have m.anaged to pre serve our relationship, de spite the
adversities of fate.
Kissinger: So we'll be in touch with you in two or three weeks.
no m.ore than three weeks.

Two-

Brezhnev: The sooner that happens, the sooner m.y visit to the United
State s, som.etim.e afte r the Party Congress. After the Party Congre ss,
when things get down to norm.al and we have this agreem.ent, I can visit
the United States. And I shall certainly try to act in as favorable a way as
possible, so it will be no less successful than the last visit.
Kissinger:

If we reach an agreem.ent, it will be of historic significance.

Brezhnev: So long as we have as few official cerem.onies as possible.
I'm. a sim.ple m.an and don't like the se cerem.onie s.
Kissinger:

We'll have a schedule.

Brezhnev:

Cam.p David I like.

Kis singer:

We should spend som.e tim.e at Cam.p David.

It's quiet; you can take walks.

Brezhnev: It would be a good thing to com.e a day or day and a half before.
Kissinger: To get used to the tim.e change.
other place you prefer, like William.sburg?

Cam.p David, or is there any
It is m.ore quiet in Cam.p David.

Brezhnev: I'm. a m.an of few requirem.ents.
Kissinger: I see the General Secretary is very sure he'll be reelected
at the Party Congress.
Brezhnev:

That is hard to say.

Kissinger:

You'll have to teach us.

Brezhnev: Let m.e say in the presence of m.y colleagues that I feel
confident of the support of the local party people.
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And we don't have 12 candidates!

Brezhnev: But when it comes to voting, you can reach into a hat and
they're not there.
Kissinger:

You need some technical assistance.

Brezhnev: Once, when the secret ballot was first introduced in this
country, I was working at a factory. And there was a party conference at
the factory. And when they were nominating candidates, they nominated
more than were needed to fill the posts. Like in your election. When they
started the counting, they found that one Ie ss had been elected than was
needed. So everyone shouted: "Tsibulski!
Tsibulski JI' So he was
written into the list. But again they counted and there were not enough
votes. So then he gets up and says, "I'm an old man. I've worked my fill.
Strike me off. 'I But everyone says: "You've got to run." Then again
they voted and again they counted, and again there were not enough votes.
The y voted again for three days!
Kissinger:

Did he make it?

Brezhnev: No.
[Laughter] They nominated someone else. But this
was a time when everyone was suspicious of everyone else. Like in your
country.
[Laughter]
They nominate, say, Brezhnev, Kissinger, Sonnenfeldt.
Kissinger:

He'd certainly get elected.

[Laughter]

Brezhnev: So someone gets up and asks the question, "Did Comrade B
have a mother?" The answer is yes. Then they ask: IIWhere does she
live?" "Odessa." They want to know: Why do you ask?
The answer is:
"I was just asking." So then they'd send someone to Odessa to check on
his mother.
T hat is just joking.
Kissinger: In our country when they ask if a man has a mother, they
have other things in mind, and they won't be satisfied with checking in
Odessa.
[Laughter]
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Brezhnev:

Why don't we send Kissinger tom.orrow m.orning to Leningrad?

Kissinger:

In a Backfire.

It doesn't have the range.

Grom.yko: It could be refueled.
Brezhnev:

Dr. Kissinger, let's devote at least som.e m.inutes to Vienna.

Kissinger: It would confuse our press if we reached agreem.ent on the
Vienna negotiation.
Aleksandrov:

A great-power diktat 1

Kissinger: May I ask one procedural question about SALT? Should we
task this one thing we agreed on -- on volurn.e and throw weight -- to
Geneva? On the 32 percent?
Bre zhnev:

We can.

Kissinger:

All right.

We'll pass it next week.

MBFR
Brezhnev: Dr. Kissinger, the talks on force and arm.s reduction in Europe
have been going on for two years now. And I have spoken on this subject
whenever I possibly could -- in m.eetings and abroad, on m.any occasions.
We have been consistently em.phasizing that both sides should achieve
these reductions without harm.ing the security of either.
We have carefully studied the proposal of the West. The positive
elem.ent in them. is the fact that it recognizes the need for reduction of
nuclear weapons, as well. This is som.ething the USSR has favored from.
the very outset. However, the im.plem.entation of that is m.ade contingent
on acceptance by us of the entire Western schem.e of reduction, which we
have repeatedly m.ade clear cannot be the basis for agreem.ent. We have
given m.uch thought to a way we could m.ove these negotiations off dead
center.
Meeting the wishes of the Western side, we would agree that in the
first stage, that is, in 1976, this year, there be a reduction in Central
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Europe of the armed forces of only the USSR and the United States by an
equal percent, let's say 2 or 3 percent of the total strength of the armed
forces of countries of the Warsaw Pact and NATO in that area. We would
be showing an example to all the others. Their forces would be frozen -
not increased. We would be setting an example. It goes without saying that
an agreement on such a reduction of Soviet and American force s should
include the clearcut obligation of all other countrie s having force s in
Central Europe on freezing their force s at the pre sent level, and subsequent
reduction in a later phase.
To implement this proposal, as well as to achieve agreement on
subsequent reductions, it would be necessary to reach agreement on what
forces would be subject to this agreement and an understanding on the
strength of forces in Central Europe.
I should like to hope our new proposals aimed at achieving progress
at Vienna will meet a positive re sponse on the part of the United State s
and other states. We believe they are a step toward reaching a mutually
acceptable agreement. So I think we do have important things to consider,
and a possibility here of moving the thing off dead center.
Kissinger:

May I ask the General Secretary a few questions?

Brezhnev:

Please.

Kissinger:
forces?

By 2-3 percent, you mean of U.S. and Soviet forces or of all

Brezhnev: No, of all forces. The forces reduced would be Soviet and
American, but the percent would be a percent of all forces, NATO and
Warsaw Pact.
Kissinger:
By a fixed percent of the total forces.
ground force s?
Dobrynin/Gromyko:

Of all forces or of

Of all.

Gromyko: Further specification will be done at the talks.
will receive appropriate instructions.
Kissinger:

So will our delegation.

SIk(;a:S!f-/NO DIS /XGDS
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That doesn't mean they'll agree!
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Brezhnev: The next time we meet we'll speak English.
and Sukhodrev keep confusing me.

Because Gromyko

Kissinger:
English.

I'm convinced the General Secretary understands perfect

Brezhnev:

Maybe 90 percent.

Kissinger:

So he has an advantage.

And I speak in German.

Brezhnev: Auf Wiedersehen. Sehr gut. [Laughter]
I have two English
speaking people in my house. My daughter, who is a teacher of English,
and my son-in-law is studying English in the Foreign Trade As sociation.

'--

Kissinger:

They all speak English when they don't want you to understand.

Bre zhnev:

That's right!

Kissinger:

Well, I don't think this proposal will be rapidly accepted.

What can I do about it?

Gromyko:

Well, accept it slowly.

Bre zhrev:

Take two to three weeks and accept it!

Gromyko:

For friendship's sake, take a month!

Kis singer:

[Laughte r]

We'll do it in the spirit of our special re lationship.

Brezhnev: As I said at the outset, we do value the fact that in spite of
differences and nuances, and while it is easier in our country than in
yours, both are pursuing the line of detente, and we appreciate that.
Kissinger:
in Vienna?

Does this mean we'll get a formal response to our proposal

Gromyko: There is now a recess. When it resumes, our delegation will
give the formal reply to the We stern proposal - - which will be negative.
Our delegation will then be instructed to set out in greater detail the proposal
that was set out in general terms by the General Secretary.
Hyland:

~€I~.:.seF

They're meeting next week.
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Brezhnev:

What time will you be leaving town?

Kis singer:

I think at 12:30.

Strategic Arms Limitation
Brezhnev: In a friendly spirit, can I ask are you pleased with our
discus sions ?
Kissinger: I think we made progress in our SALT discussion. You intro
duced interesting ideas today. It remains to be studied and to think of how
to reconcile the two sides' approaches.
Brezhnev:

Are we finished?

Dobrynin:

Yes.

Brezhnev: I guess we can finish on that. I'd like to ask you once again
to give my good wishes to the President, and my best wishes in his arduous
dutie s. And I trust when you report back, he will appreciate the great
efforts we have made and the constructive characte r of our discus sions.
Kissinger: You can be sure I will do this. There has been definite progress
made. Your side has made a great effort. If we continue this effort on
both sides, we can achieve an historic agreement.
Angola
I must say one thing. I don't want to mislead you. You said you didn't
want to discuss the subject [Angola] beyond what you said at the end of
the table. But we will not be able to accept the increasing number of
Cuban troops and we will have to take measures in that respect.
Brezhnev:

That's a diplomatic question.

Discuss it with Gromyko.

We have in fact set out to the American side and to the President
personally our approach to events in Angola. And yet the American side,
a s will be seen from your recent statement to our Arnbas sador, is continuing
to depict our position in a distorted light, seeking to equalize the inte rvention
of South African racists and as sistance by the Soviet Union and othe r state s to
the legitimate gove rnment of Angola to re sist aggre s sors and their abettors.

'-......
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There are no Soviet troops. We have sold a limited number of
tanks. That is the role we are playing there, and no m.ore.
Kissinger: We asked you a question two weeks ago, to which we have
not received an answer.
Grom.yko:

Let's m.eet at 9: 30 tom.orrow m.orning.

You won't be asleep?

Kissinger: No. The Italian Prim.e Minister has never been awake in any
m.eeting I've had with him.. Unless we discuss wom.en.
[Laughter]
Bre zhnev: I trust the Pre sident will also discern intere sting points that
have com.e up in m.y visit.
Kissinger:
account.

I am. certain. And we'll give the press a generally positive

Brezhnev:

I guess you will be saying som.ething to the press tom.orrow.

Kissinger: Yes, along the lines I have said to you -- that we have had
positive discussions on SALT, that in certain im.portant areas progre ss
was m.ade, that the General Secretary presented som.e new and interesting
ideas that we will now study in Washington, and that som.e of the issues
that we have agreed in principle here will be transferred to Geneva. In
this sense.
[At this point the Secretary handed to the General Secretary a set of
copies of a photograph of him.self taken by David Kennerly at Helsinki,
which Mr. Kennerly hoped he would autograph. Brezhnev looked them.
ove r and got up abruptly and went in the back room.. Am.b. Dobrynin
explained that Brezhnev did not like the candid photo and went out to find
a better one. ]
Sukhodrev:

Could I read out what we suggest as a final com.m.unique?

[He reads out the draft at Tab A:]
liOn the re sults of the talks between L. I. Brezhnev, A. A. Grom.yko,
and Secretary of State of the U. S. A. H. A. Kissinger.
liOn 20-23 January in Moscow discussions took place between General
r
Secretary of the CPSU Central Com.m.ittee L. I. Brezhnev, Po litbur.o-metnbe
. _ - , i()':,
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and Minister of Foreign Affairs of the USSR A. A. Gromyko and the
U. S. Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinge r.
lIThe talks touched upon a broad range of questions of mutual
interest to the Soviet Union and the United States of America. Taking
place in the discus sions we re, on the Soviet side . . .
and on the American side . • •
"Both side s expre s sed their firm intention to continue the furthe r
strengthening and development of relations between the USSR and the
USA in keeping with the course which has been defined in joint Soviet
American agreements and understandings. It was noted thatthis course
serves the interests of the peoples of both countries and is an essential
factor in the cause of relaxation of international tension and the strengthening
of peace.

~

"In the course of the negotiations special attention was devoted to
examination of concrete questions relating to the working out of a new
long-term agreement between the USSR and the USA on limitation of
strategic offensive weapons, on the basis of the agreement reached during
the negotiations between the General Secretary of the CPSU Central
Committee and the President of the USA in Vladivostok in November 1974.
Progress was attained on a number of these questions, and it was agreed
that negotiations will be continued with the aim of finding mutually acceptable
solutions to the remaining problems.
·'During examination of the status of negotiations on reduction of
armed forces and armaments in Central Europe, both sides had in mind
the task of facilitating progress in these negotiations.
"There was also an exchange of views on a number of other urgent
inte rnational problems.
"The negotiations took place in a business-like and constructive
atmosphere.
Both sides consider the exchange of views to have been
useful. 11
Kissinger: Could we keep this for a couple of hours and give you some
ideas?
Then tomorrow Sonnenfeldt and Korniyenko could meet.
In essence, there are just some one or two sentences we would like
to add.
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[Brezhnev returns with his official photo and two watches for
Sonnenfeldt. ]
Kissinger [looks at the watch given to Sonnenfeldt]:
whatever his tooth doesn't.
Brezhnev:

This is a good photograph.

Kissinger:

I'm very grateful.

This picks up

Brezhnev: I think nothing should be done to cast any shadow over the
work we have done together. This would be both wrong and not in the
interests of either the Soviet Union or United States.
[He shows Sonnenfeldt how the watch band can be adjusted.]
And I guarantee its accuracy.
Kissinger: I know it sends.
Can it also receive?
his Soviet tooth and his Soviet watche s
Brezhnev:

[Laughter]

Between

It's just a watch!

Well then, we thank you.

These two days were not easy.

Kissinger: I want to thank you for taking two days from your schedule.
After many changes in your schedule to set the dates of the meeting.
Brezhnev:
good faith.

This often happens.

Kissinger:

This you can be sure.

[The meeting ended. ]
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DRAFT

ON THE RESULTS OF THE TALKS BETWEEN L. I. BREZHNEV, A. A. GROMYKO,
AND SECRETARY OF STATE OF THE U.S.A. H. A. KISSINGER

On

20-23

~anuary

in Moscow discussions took place bet\\! 'ell

General Secretary of the CPSU Central Committee L. I. Brezhnev,
Politburo member and Minister of Foreign Affairs of the USSR
A. A. Gromyko and the U.S. Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger.

The talks touched upon a broad range of questions of mutual
interest to the Soviet Union and the United States of America.
Taking place in the discussions were, on the Soviet side

and on the American side • . •

Both sides expressed their firm intention to continue the
further strengthening and development of relations between the

us~;n

and the USA in keeping with the course which has been defined in
joint Soviet-American agreements and understandings.

It was not:e,l

that this course serves the interests of the peoples of both
countries and is an essential factor in the cause of relaxation of
international tension and the strengthening of peace.

In the course of the negotiations special attention was devoted
to examination of concrete questions relating to the working
new long-term agreement between the USSR and the USA on
.~.

oui:

of a

2

of strategic offensive weapons, on the basis of the agreement
reached during the negotiations between the General Secretary of
the CPSU Central Committee and the President of the USA in
Vladivostok in November 1974.

Progress was attained on a numb,,!:" pf

these questions, and it was agreed that negotiations will be con
tinued with the aim of finding mutually acceptable solutions to the
remaining problems.

During examination of the status of negotiations on reduction
of armed forces and armaments in Central Europe, both sides had
in mind the task of facilitating progress in these negotiations.

There was also an exchange of views on a number of other
urgent

international problems.

The negotiations took place in a business-like and con
structive atmosphere.
to have been useful.

Both sides consider the exchange of views
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Secreta}:';' KI;"d.nsc:;:: aSKed m.c to :provide yO\? yoi-th ~-h-,,: £oJ.lovri:,2. n.:loJ'{:
of hiB lab;.,si: :<:n(~ei:i.ng -;;,r:;ih Gene:t'al Secretsxy B:ce~~.bru:~vo
L Have concJuded {ouz'-hour €vening s(';s£;~()n \;?hiC;b yicldul h:n)x.tL1.nt
prog-ress, specifit::al1y Soviet concession on th:row ,-;Feight aud iJ. wining ..
ne~ f: to (:onsidex- rednc:tion~ even bt>y-ond 2: 300
llflorE:'.)v el·,VI'.~ L::\\, C'
na.rrowed differeJ:Jccs Oil SLCIY1s <uld ob:.:aiiJ.c:cJ concT,.3tt~ <.cSSlJ:t'::'~J)ce.': un
B",-ckfi:re per:':or:n::.;::.nc2 o It is clear that signHicii.nt 2Exec:ment is \viU'Jin
Oll:': gr'1sp. but: ded.s:l.on will h.ave to be 1::-1ade by YOl! af'l;e:l' my Jeturn.
0

2. FoUo""?ing are the cdails of the session,. Brezhnev beg,2'n by pic-king
up the previous di~jcu:;;;;ion with GJ:'ornyko on the definition of a hea','y
missile and the :tntcrpretc;tion of the incrc3.;"e in siL:) {iin1cnr;'~c1~; b'Y no
rncrc HEl.D. 10··15 pcrcent& He accepted lUY proposal ~):(' Septe:mb:~:r tbcll.:
they would agree to define a heavy mis sile 2.5 any ICB:\1 having ct ham(;hing
weight and throw weight g:<eater than the l;j.rgest light :cnissile cxisHD?, on
eithE.~r Dide at. the time the agrecJ:nent goes into effGct. Thi~; me2.n;~ oi
course the 58-19 nov; becoT:nes the th·rcshold. In rehl1'll} w·e i3fJ'E;e.d to
their interpretation that the uriginal silo could 0<;: inc:red.~)ed l:y 1'1':' :"n~n e
than 32 percent ef Us volurne. This has no n1ec::..ninG as lone- <'If; tJl'~ r:HQ\V
weight definition rlas b~cn agreed. So that reprc:icnted :::t sigr~ih ca~j!'
conces don we have been ins} stint; on for years ·;.n both SAX/I :;:;cgoticl t:l en.';"

3. Then Brezlmev turned to a point-hy··point discus ~;ion of the five .. year
interiIn agreemellt. First, he noted that we now agreed on bzo.nning ALClvfs
on any aircraft other tban heavy bombers~ banning any ALCM over 2500 1<1\1,
and banning cruise mi$silcs over 600 KM on submarines o I confirmed this
description of the status of the discussions. Brezh~lev then V.fCEt into the
countinG of B-1 as three MIRVed ve:hic1cs and B~52 c~s only onc. I had
said at the. second :rnecting th;.~t '.ve would agree to Ernit the nurnber of
ALCMs on the B-1 to no more than the num.ber of any L1dividu<llB-5%.

...~

(Of course, b(ith &ircraft are designsd- LO carr)' 2.0.) Brezhnev a:cguc;cl
against this but I feel this was n10stly ba.rgaining rnaterial. He then
turner] to the five-·year ).ncerirn ag:r.ceIr;ent arid .cejecte,j it both tin
g.rounc1f; th""t it in.cluded B;:·.ckfi:c-c and th?~t tr.u.cy :;t;-Jll wc.cnteu a ban on
SLCMs over 600 Y~M on surface ships. He rqlf;(1ted tLelr proposo.1
that 211 land~b2..sed cruise Dl.is5iles over 600 I\J\(~ should be banned.

4. At- this point he went over his o.s suranCes on. the Backfh'e perfo:trncll1CC,
and errlpr.asi:zccl tncd: he would make the" HrrtH of p.c:d01TSFElC:C at 2~~CO E1\'1
a XI1att(;r cf ~cecc):('cl tb.{'-tt \r~Ja1.11d 11e biti.d:l.l:'g foJ" )J.I.<,~ (~~·:J)~~~'·... t.?_011 of the ag:reG~.'}1~-!1i:)
if "ire \vould ag:r:c(O that 'chLo is sue was u)Hi,pletc:ly ~;ei:tled and VJ()1.l1d not
be xaised in subncquent hd.ks" He <d.:;o agrfCed that there VjGuld be nu
upgrc:.ding of Backfire «no that he would discl.uJ ,,; specific c:dteria"
5 e Then he rn::;.de a new pz'oposal. n<ll.ndy that th~-~y would agl:ee to
I'cduf;:tion to 2300 and lleven laTger" if we accepL~d their p:tClJ}osal 011
b.nd~,based and sea~based cruise n1ist.;i1es, that i~to ban the~;n OVel"
600 KM.

certainly 2200 is possible iu light of his statcm(!nts. I probed to see
whether they m.iEht COlnc back to the cOl1,nting of sea-based SLCMs as
lAIRV and this probably if; not a fh'Dl position. I <l~:l<ed Hon,e (ll) (~sticns
about the cdte:da on Ba.c.~:f::'I'e p2:r.fo:n::n2.nce~ but it w;,~.s dear tJ:.at we
will have to give them the specifics if we want to go in this direction.
7. I consider that we have now achieved signific;:tnt conces sions on the
issues we have pressed: First, the IvfIR V counting xules C3.n be confirrned
in return for the ALCM counting as lAIRV; second, we have set a Hrnit
on throw weight; third. we have the opportunity 1;0 dictate a set of lir••ita
Hons on Backfire pe:rforrnance; fou:;:th, we have a chance at a significant
, reduction in Soviet forces, that '\Vould constitute almost 20 percent of
their present forcc, and we can probably work out a cruise n,i5s He
solution that counts lanc1~.based intercontinental cruise rnissiles and
counts SLCMs on surface ships as MIRV. I could probably have wrcppec1
up the agreement undel:' norm"'-l conditions. In light of the discussiuDs in
Washington that Brent has reported I could not go further than to say this
was a constructive initiative on Brezhncv's part, but that I would have
to report it and we would n~ply wi thin two or th1 ee weeks. Given the
luassive confusions rcHccted in the NSC xnceting) I had no choice but 1.:0
let: the oppo:chmity to exploit this brea~through [':0 by~
4
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8. I raised Angola very p'rivately \'lith Brezhnev and wc:,xned hiDl. we
\"I(-uId not be pas sive in the face of the Cuban expeditionarY' force. I
then said it for the rec:c,;:od in the large Ir1C(;tj.ng r aJ.d Gx'olly/ko an,~ I
wi11 meet on l.t ton~orl'OW u").orning.
I believe that what ha.s been achieved here 111 two days ofiers 11~; the
chance :f0r a,n agreem.ent that is clcc:rly in OlU intere sL 1 illtenc1 to
bJ)e1 the prcs~, that progress b,as becn rnadc r rend that SQ;:nc lSS'"lc.s h~tve
... becrl s(:-tLi~d "\~rhile th~ cl{ffe:-cer.l.ces Oj1 otb.ers b~.ve been. n~·lX'I'cv~red(
90

10< Finally~ Jt is hnpeX'Z'ctive that everyone nov? 'be quiet I1ntil
return ?~nd l:eview -where we stand.
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